1. WALL:
   - concrete or made of ceramic, concrete, lime-sand, cellular concrete or stone elements

2. ADHESIVE FOR POLYSTYRENE
   - mineral adhesive
     ATLAS HOTER S
     AVAL KT 53

3. THERMAL INSULATION
   - standard polystyrene EPS
     thickness according to thermal calculations

4. ADDITIONAL FIXING
   - mechanical fixings (anchors), determined in the insulation design, admitted to trading

5. BASECOAT
   - mineral adhesive
     ATLAS HOTER U
     AVAL KT 55

6. GLASS FIBRE MESH
   - ATLAS 150 mesh

7. PRIMING MASS FOR RENDER
   - ATLAS CERPLAST or AVAL KT 16

8. RENDER
   - mineral render imitating natural wood texture
     ATLAS CERMIT WN
   - mineral render imitating sandstone texture
     ATLAS CERMIT PS
   - acrylic render imitating brickwork or masonry stone walls
     ATLAS CERMIT N-100
   - mosaic render
     ATLAS DEKO M or AVAL KT 77

9. PAINT (ONLY IN COMBINATION WITH ATLAS CERMIT WN)
   - impregnant for mineral render imitating natural wood texture
     ATLAS BEJCA
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